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Although I have spent most of my 
career advising charities, my first 
couple of years after qualifying 
as a solicitor were spent drafting 
wills and trusts and administering 
estates. The specialist area of charity 
legacies is therefore one that has 
always held great interest for me. 

Both charity legacy officers and probate practitioners face 
challenges in their respective roles. Probate practitioners 
have to balance the needs of all the beneficiaries of 
an estate, whether or not they are charities, and are 
often working directly with the bereaved relatives of the 
testator as well as dealing with the additional legal and 
tax issues that arise when charities are beneficiaries of 
an estate. Legacy officers have to ensure that the wishes 
of testators are satisfied and that the charity receives the 
legacy income due to it. However, it was clear from our 
team’s experience that the level of income that the charity 
receives can often be threatened by tax exemptions being 
overlooked, legal challenges to their entitlement brought 
by disgruntled relatives, forged homemade wills and 
financial abuse of vulnerable people. 

In undertaking this research we wanted to explore whether 
more could be done to help these two groups to balance 
their roles and ensure that wherever possible the wishes of 
the deceased are fully implemented. 

With a recent benchmark survey published by Legacy 
Foresight’s Legacy Monitor Consortium revealing that 
legacy income for charities grew by an average of 6.3% in 
the twelve months to March 2017, a more detailed review 
of attitudes and perceptions in this specialist field is both 
timely and important.

We are extremely grateful to everyone who participated 
in the survey as the responses have provided an 
invaluable insight into the views of charities and probate 
practitioners. Our team has found some of the results 
surprising - from the answers to the survey questions 
and the detailed comments, it is clear that there are some 
emotive issues in this area and there is almost certainly 
more that can be done to improve the communication 
and understanding of each other’s needs in the estate 
administration process. 

The aim of this initial research was to ‘take the 
temperature’ of the current relationship between charities 
and probate practitioners and to use the results to identify 
any areas for improvement. We plan to revisit the survey 
again in a year’s time to see if the views have changed. In 
the meantime, we are arranging a number of initiatives 
to assist with communication around charity legacies, 
training in relation to the specialist area of law which 
applies to charity legacies, and encouraging discussion of 
some of the concerns within the charity and legal sectors. 

I hope you will find the report useful, and I would be very 
pleased to hear from you if you have any comments on the 
findings or any suggestions as to how we can use these 
results to address some of the issues raised. 

Alison Talbot 
Head of charities, Penningtons Manches LLP

FOREWORD
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INTRODUCTION
WHY CARRY OUT THIS RESEARCH?
The charities team at Penningtons Manches saw an 
increasing need to better understand some of the 
challenges for charities and probate practitioners when 
dealing with the specialist area of legacies to charities. 
Anecdotal evidence suggested that there were often 
tensions between these two groups when dealing with 
the charity aspects of the administration of estates. The 
purpose of the research was to explore the personal 
experience of individuals dealing with charity legacies. 

The team was keen that the data should be collected 
professionally and that the confidentiality of individual 
responses could be protected to allow respondents to be 
as free as possible with their answers. The research was 
therefore carried out in conjunction with Research Oxford, 
an independent research agency specialising in the not for 
profit sector. 

The research surveys were commissioned in order to begin 
developing a robust evidence base to share with fellow 
lawyers and key stakeholders in the charity sector. 

The formal research objectives were to identify: 

■■ The perceptions and views of charities and professionals 
regarding the set up and administration of charitable 
legacies.

■■ The current standards and consistency of services 
delivered by legal professionals in relation to charitable 
legacies.

■■ How well charitable legacies are set up and managed by 
professionals.

■■ The extent to which legacy officers and probate 
practitioners follow the same or different procedures 
and approaches.

■■ The similarities and differences between various types 
of charities and legal firms .

WHO TOOK PART IN THE SURVEY?
CHARITY PARTICIPANTS

Of the participants representing charities, the majority 
specialised in managing legacy income and had over a year 
of experience in their role. Throughout this report we have 
called this group the ‘legacy officers’ for ease of reference. 

84% were directly involved in legacy management ie Head 
of Legacies (13%) Legacy Officer/Legacy Administrator/
Legacy Manager. A further 8% were Fundraisers. The 
remainder were in a varied range of roles from trustee to CEO.

Over a third (37%) had held their role or a similar role 
specialising in charitable legacies for over ten years, 
confirming a high degree of experience amongst 
participants in the sample and lending integrity to the 
results. Over half (57%) of the participants had been 
managing legacies for one to ten years and only 5% had 
less than one year’s experience. 

Of those completing the survey, 19% of participants 
worked for charities with an income from legacies of over 
£25 million per annum. Participants at charities which 
received £1 million - £25 million of legacy income totalled 
60%, with the remaining 18% working at charities with 
a legacy income of less than £1m. (3% did not disclose a 
legacy income figure). For classification purposes, these 
will be referred to in this report as ‘smaller’ charities, with 
the remaining 79% representing ‘larger’ charities (ie those 
with a legacy income of over £1 million).
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PROBATE PRACTITIONERS 

Of the participants dealing with the administration of 
estates, almost half (49%) were solicitors and had over a 
year of experience in their role. A further 28% were either 
paralegals or legal executives. The remainder had a mix 
of roles from probate clerk to barrister. Throughout this 
report we have called this group the ‘probate practitioners’ 
for ease of reference.

As with the legacy officers, over one third of the 
participants (39%) had more than ten years’ experience 
as a probate/trusts/wills practitioner. Over half (54%) 
had been in this type of role for between one to ten years. 
Only 7% had less than one year’s experience. Again, this 
demonstrates the wealth of experience in the estate 
administration field. 

It is clear from the results that the incidence of charitable 
legacies in this group’s work was mixed and there was a 
difference in the regularity with which participants had 
an involvement in administration of estates involving 
charities. The majority (74%) said they often advised on 
the administration of estates where at least one of the 
beneficiaries is a charity. The remaining 26% said that they 
did so ‘rarely’.
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PROFILE OF CHARITIES Participants had been involved in various elements of 
administration. For the majority this included appropriation 
of assets to a charity (71%), apportionment of inheritance 
tax between exempt and non-exempt beneficiaries (63%) 
and the legal interpretation of a clause in a will giving a 
legacy to a charity (57%). A notable proportion (43%) had 
also administered ex gratia payments to a charity.

The participants came from a range of firms. Over half 
(51%) were from law firms with >250 employees and 
a fifth (20%) were from firms with between 50 and 250 
employees. A third (29%) were from firms with <50 
employees. The vast majority of participants (96%) had a 
dedicated wills, probate and trusts team within their firm.
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THE HEADLINE FINDINGS
The research set out to explore perceptions and views 
regarding the specialist area of charity legacies from 
both sides: legacy officers for charities and probate 
practitioners from the legal profession. 

Our premise was that a degree of disquiet exists between 
these two groups. This was not only borne out by the 
research findings but we also encountered a strength 
of feeling amongst some participants that we had not 
anticipated, as reflected in their comments. 

In terms of satisfaction/dissatisfaction across a range 
of measures on a 5-point scale, it is pleasing to note 
that legacy officers and probate professionals were 
predominantly satisfied with their own experience of 
dealing with charity legacies. 

However, they were less satisfied with some elements of 
the performance of others. For example, 82% of legacy 
officers believe they provide a caring, compassionate 
and personalised approach to their work, but only 54% of 
probate professionals agree with this assessment, with 
26% slightly or strongly disagreeing. 

While the majority of legacy officers feel that they fully 
understand the relevant areas of law, their confidence in 
their charity’s senior managers and trustees’ understanding 
of the law and reputational issues is much lower. 

Differences also emerge according to size and experience: 
legacy officers with more than ten years’ experience were 
much more likely to be dissatisfied with the performance 
of probate professionals than those with less experience, 
and the largest charities in the survey (with over £50million 
legacy income) tended to be more critical of probate 
professionals than were smaller charities. 

Overall, the number of legacy officers and probate 
professionals expressing dissatisfaction constitutes a 
significant proportion of those surveyed and reflects a 
worrying situation that needs to be addressed. We have 
summarised the main areas of concern under  
the following headings: 

■■ Competency and level of understanding of the law,  
tax and regulatory requirements.

■■ Frequency and tone of communication. 

■■ The case for greater collaboration between charities 
and an increased need for lead charities. 

■■ Challenges to the effective administration of charity 
legacies. 

■■ Understanding each other’s needs. 

■■ The need for greater guidance and formal regulation.

■■ Reputational issues for charities.

This report focuses on these key areas in turn. 

In an environment where preserving the reputation of 
charities and the charity sector as a whole is of paramount 
importance, it seems that the charity representatives 
are not always getting the tone and frequency of their 
communication right. It would be possible to argue that 
there is a group of probate practitioners who either feel 
defensive or do not understand the requirements of 
charities in relation to the collection of charity legacies. 
Even though it might find such attitudes frustrating, the 
charity sector has to take notice as these individuals are 
the gatekeepers to future charity legacies. Charities ignore 
the concerns of these probate practitioners at their peril. 
This was summed up by one probate professional:

■

   Charities should be more charitable 
when it comes to estate administration...

For the probate practitioners, there are also some salutary 
messages about the perceived standards of service and 
competency from the charity participants. The charities 
are, in effect, repeat users of probate practitioners. It is 
clear that whilst many charity participants are generally 
content with the competency of probate practitioners, 
the accuracy of a significant proportion of estate 
administration work is questionable, as is the attitude of 
some probate practitioners.

■■ Green quotes are from probate practitioners 
■■ Blue quotes are from charities

COLOUR KEY FOR QUOTES THROUGHOUT THE REPORT

LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING 
OF TAX EXEMPTIONS & RELIEFS 

OF LEGACY OFFICERS 
WITH OVER TEN 
YEARS’ EXPERIENCE 

WERE DISSATISFIED 
WITH PROBATE PRACTITIONERS’ 

The report sets out a detailed analysis of the survey 
results. Both probate practitioners and charities will no 
doubt wish to reflect upon the issues raised and the report 
is intended to be a starting point for discussions and 
greater collaboration between the two groups.

A programme of follow up work has been planned in order to 
gain a greater understanding of the concerns expressed and 
to explore ways to encourage and facilitate charitable giving.
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LEGACY OFFICERS’ VIEWS ON THE VOLUME AND BREADTH OF CHALLENGES TO THE CORRECT AND EFFICIENT ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES FOR CHARITIES

     TIME SPENT ON ISSUES ARISING FROM THE ESTATE 
ADMINISTRATION WHICH AREN’T CONTENTIOUS BUT 
ARE TIME CONSUMING E.G. EX GRATIA REQUESTS.

     GAINING THE APPROPRIATE 
INFORMATION FROM PROFESSIONAL 
AND LAY EXECUTORS.

    I TAKE A FUNDRAISERS 
APPROACH TO OUR 
RELATIONSHIP 
RATHER THAN A LEGAL 
APPROACH AND I 
WONDER IF SOME 
PRACTITIONERS SEE 
THIS AND CAN TAKE 
ADVANTAGE.

     TIME SPENT LIAISING WITH 
CO-BENEFICIARIES WHERE 
PEOPLE CANNOT FOCUS 
ON AN OUTCOME WANTED, 
AND PURSUING A STRATEGY 
TO MAKE THAT HAPPEN - 
COLLECTIVE DISCUSSIONS 
CAN BREAK DOWN BECAUSE 
PEOPLE FOCUS ON MOANING 
OR MAKING A DECISION 
BEGRUDGINGLY RATHER 
THAN KEEPING MATTERS 
POLISHED AND SIMPLE.

    A RELUCTANCE TO CHANGE 
THE WAY WE APPROACH 
LEGACY ADMINISTRATION.

    INSUFFICIENT TIME TO DEAL WITH 
ALL MATTERS THOROUGHLY DUE 
TO PART TIME HOURS, WHICH ARE 
RESTRICTED DUE TO FUNDING - 
EVEN THOUGH LEGACIES BRING IN 
OVER 50% OF CHARITIES INCOME!

 

  NOT ENOUGH LEGAL 
SUPPORT.

    FINANCIAL REPORTING 
CONSTANTLY.

    OTHER DEMANDS 
ON MY TIME 
FOR LEGACY 
MARKETING AND 
REPORTING IN 
ADDITION TO 
CARRYING OUT 
ADMINISTRATION.

     VERY SMALL 
TEAM CREATES 
RISKS DURING 
HOLIDAY OR SICK 
PERIODS.

    INCONSISTENT  
VIEWS EXPRESSED 
BY SENIOR 
MANAGERS IN 
THE CHARITY 
AND DELAYS IN 
DECISION MAKING 
PROCESSES.

 

    IT’S MORE ABOUT 
KNOWLEDGE OF 
THE LEGAL SYSTEM 
IN DEALING WITH 
PROBATE, RATHER 
THAN ABOUT 
ADMINISTERING 
CHARITABLE 
GIFTS.

    LACK OF COMMUNICATION 
FROM EXECUTORS 
(PROFESSIONAL AND LAY).

     LIMITED TRAINING BUDGET & LIMITED 
KNOWLEDGE OF EXECUTORS.

 

   HAVING TO CHASE 
SOLICITORS.

     CHALLENGES 
ARE MORE AT THE 
OTHER END, IE 
POOR PRACTICE 
BY PROBATE 
PRACTITIONERS/
WILL SERVICES.

    THE TEAM ARE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR 
ALL ASPECTS OF 
FUNDRAISING NOT  
JUST LEGACIES, SO  
IT’S ABOUT FINDING  
THE RIGHT BALANCE.

    INSUFFICIENT 
INTEGRATION WITH 
LEGACY FUNDRAISING 
AND CORPORATE 
FUNDRAISING TEAMS.

    ACCRUING 
INCOME HAS 
BECOME A 
PRIORITY.

 

   INSUFFICIENT TIME.

    PRESSURE TO REPORT ON CASHFLOW/
INCOME PIPELINE TAKING TIME AWAY 
FROM ADMINISTRATION.

    HAVING TO PROVIDE SUPPORT AND 
INPUT INTO OTHER AREAS OF THE 
CHARITY’S WORKLOAD.

 

   INTERNAL 
PROCESSES ARE 
INEFFICIENT.

    TIME 
PRESSURE 
TO ENSURE 
QUALITY 
OF WORK.  

    LACK OF 
UNDERSTANDING 
IN CHARITY OF 
LEGACY WORK 
GENERALLY;  
SEEN AS  
AN INCOME 
STREAM ONLY.

 

  IT IMPROVEMENT.

   BETTER 
SYSTEMS -  
IT AND 
PROCESSES. 

    MORE AFFORDABLE BESPOKE 
SOFTWARE PACKAGE.
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COMMENTS FROM SECTOR LEADERS
 

����Cancer�Research�UK�welcomes�the�Penningtons�Manches�legacy�report�and�the�insight�
it�provides�on�the�relationship�between�charities�and�legal�professionals.�In�the�changing�
charity�landscape�it�is�increasingly�important�to�engage�fully�with�legal�professionals�
and�to�consider�relationship�building�as�essential�in�legacy�administration.�Legacies�
fund�approximately�one�third�of�our�life-saving�research,�so�we�are�keen�to�look�into�the�
findings�of�the�report�and�take�positive�action�where�possible.

Maria King, Head of Legacy Administration at Cancer Research UK

 

�����It�is�encouraging�to�see�this�work�to�improve�the�relationship�between�probate�
practitioners�and�legacy�officers�in�relation�to�charitable�legacies.�Pinpointing�those�areas�
that�cause�the�most�frustration�is�a�useful�first�step�in�improving�understanding�on�both�
sides,�and�we�look�forward�to�working�with�STEP�members�to�help�highlight�these�issues�
and�bring�about�better�practices�that�work�for�everyone.

George Hodgson, Chief Executive, STEP
STEP is the global professional association for practitioners who specialise in family inheritance and succession planning.  

 

����We�welcome�this�research�and�the�insight�it�provides�into�the�critical�relationship�
between�charity�legacy�professionals�and�solicitors.�The�issues�highlighted�are�sadly�
very�familiar�to�ILM�and�our�members.�We�thank�Penningtons�Manches�for�creating�a�
renewed�focus�on�these�areas�and�hope�that�this�research�will�act�as�a�springboard�for�
better�understanding,�improved�communication�and�increased�collaboration�between�
charity�legacy�professionals�and�solicitors.

Chris Millward, Chief Executive, Institute of Legacy Management

 

����Penningtons�Manches’�magnificent�(and�readable)�report�should�prove�a�once-in-a-
generation�game-changer�for�the�charitable�legacy�sector.�It�combines�complete�even�
handedness�between�the�charity�sector�and�probate�professionals�with�a�sensitive�
understanding�of�the�difficulties�each�side�faces.�From�outstanding�research,�the�report�
produces�insightful�analysis�and�excellent�practical�recommendations.�If�both�charities�and�
professionals�listen�to�their�own�comments,�as�highlighted�in�the�report,�and�Penningtons�
Manches’�reflections�on�them,�I�am�confident�that�they�will�secure�a�significant�improvement�
in�the�administration�of�the�estates�and�charitable�legacies�in�which�they�are�involved.

Thomas Dumont, Radcliffe Chambers 
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METHODOLOGY THE NEXT STEPS
The research was carried out via two online surveys, one 
aimed at charity legacy officers and finance teams, and one 
aimed at probate practitioners with experience of advising 
on the administration of estates where at least one of the 
beneficiaries is a charity. The surveys were open between 
13 March and 6 April 2017 and included over 50 questions 
about participants day-to-day experience of dealing with 
legacies to charities. The surveys were tailored to each 
audience, but were designed to explore the same potential 
issues. 

The survey questions were written by the Penningtons 
Manches charities team in conjunction with Research 
Oxford and then refined following a pilot survey and 
feedback from the pilot group. The survey questions 
included a series of statements from which participants 
to rank the answers on a five point scale from strongly 
disagree to strongly agree. Participants were then invited 
to provide full comments in response to open ended 
questions. 

Email invitations were sent out by Penningtons Manches 
to relevant people on their own databases as well as via 
Twitter, LinkedIn, STEP, Will Aid, ILM, Legacy Link and 
Remember a Charity.

The team at Penningtons Manches would like to thank 
everyone who participated in the research project. A total 
of 216 respondents completed the survey: 130 charity 
legacy officers and 76 probate practitioners.

One of the aims of this research was to identify ways in 
which the charity sector and probate practitioners can 
work together to make each other’s roles in relation to 
charity legacies easier.

The next stage in this process is for the Penningtons 
Manches charities team to work with leaders in both the 
charity, legal and accountancy sectors to raise awareness 
of the complexities and nuances of administering estates 
which include legacies to charities. The team also looks 
forward to facilitating training opportunities and providing 
specialist training resources.

These next steps will include:

 ■ An�external�campaign to raise awareness of the issues 
identified from this research.

 ■ Facilitation of training�events,�information�sessions�
and�discussion�groups, including arranging round-table 
discussions between probate professionals and legacy 
officers in an informal setting, allowing each to air their 
perceptions and concerns about charitable estates and 
to identify opportunities for greater collaboration.

 ■ Continuing�discussions with�both�probate�practitioners�
and�the�charity�sector�about these issues of poor 
administration practice and potential fraud highlighted 
by the research with a view to encouraging a review of 
the regulation of complex estates.

 ■ Ongoing�dialogue�with�regulatory�bodies�and�member�
associations in both the charity sector and legal sector, 
to inform and improve policy and practice and, if 
appropriate, to assist with the development of a protocol 
for dealing with charitable legacies.

 ■ Reviewing�the�position with a follow-up survey.
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